In this work we analyze the Casimir energy and force for a scalar field endowed with general selfadjoint boundary conditions propagating in a higher dimensional piston configuration. The piston is constructed as a direct product I × N, with I = [0, L] ⊂ R and N a smooth, compact Riemannian manifold with or without boundary. The study of the Casimir energy and force for this configuration is performed by employing the spectral zeta function regularization technique. The obtained analytic results depend explicitly on the spectral zeta function associated with the manifold N and the parameters describing the general boundary conditions imposed. These results are then specialized to the case in which the manifold N is a d-dimensional sphere.
the corresponding Casimir force acting on the piston is well defined and free of divergences. This, however, becomes no longer generally true when one considers piston configurations with non-vanishing curvature [20] [21] [22] .
Several types of geometric configurations for Casimir pistons have been considered throughout the literature, see e.g. [2, 15, 24, [26] [27] [28] . Almost all of them, though, analyze the Casimir effect for quantum fields subject to standard boundary conditions. Here, by standard boundary conditions we intend Dirichlet, Neumann, and Robin boundary conditions. Other sets of boundary conditions that have also been considered are hybrid, or mixed, boundary conditions which are obtained by imposing different standard boundary conditions on different sides of the two chambers of the piston. The main purpose for studying such a wide variety of piston configurations endowed with standard boundary conditions is to analyze the dependence of the Casimir energy and force on the particular geometry of the system and on the boundary conditions imposed. Lately, repulsive Casimir forces have become a subject of major interest due to their relevance in the development of microelectromechanical devices (MEMS). As a result of their microscopic size such devices are afflicted by the problem of stiction, in which different components of the device adhere to each other due to an attractive Casimir force. It is, therefore, of particular importance to understand what type of boundary conditions, which are used to model properties of materials, need to be imposed in order to obtain a repulsive, or even vanishing, Casimir force. Configurations that lead to a repulsive Casimir force have been analyzed, for instance, in [11, 19, [30] [31] [32] 35] .
In this work we consider a massless scalar field propagating in a higher dimensional piston configuration endowed with general self-adjoint boundary conditions. Clearly, the general boundary conditions considered here contain, as particular cases, the standard and hybrid boundary conditions mentioned earlier.
By using the spectral zeta function regularization technique we compute the Casimir energy of the piston configuration and the ensuing Casimir force on the piston itself. The expression we obtain for the Casimir force depends explicitly on the general boundary conditions imposed which, in turn, are described by six independent parameters. Our results are therefore suitable for analyzing how the Casimir force changes, both in magnitude and sign, when any of the parameters describing the general boundary conditions vary. The results obtained in this work can be used to determine a range of values for the parameters in the boundary conditions that results on a repulsive force of the piston from one or both ends of the piston configuration.
These values provide a set of particular boundary conditions which could be utilized for selecting specific materials in the design and development of microelectromechanical devices. It is important to mention that the study of the Casimir energy for massless scalar fields endowed with general boundary conditions have been conducted, for instance, in [1] . Their analysis focuses on homogeneous parallel plates embedded in R D . For this configuration the variation of the Casimir force on the plates with respect to the general bound-ary conditions is explicitly shown. Our work, instead, considers higher dimensional piston configurations with general boundary conditions and, hence, extends the results in [1] to Casimir pistons.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In the next Section we describe in details the piston configuration with general boundary conditions and represent the associated spectral zeta function in terms of a complex integral. In Section III the analytic continuation of the spectral zeta function to a region containing the point s = −1/2 is developed. Section IV focuses on the necessary modifications to the spectral zeta function arising from the presence of zero modes on the manifold N. In the subsequent two Sections the Casimir energy and force on the piston is obtained and numerical results for the force are provided for some specific examples. The conclusions point to the main results and outline possible additional studies along the lines developed in this work.
II. CASIMIR PISTON AND THE ZETA FUNCTION
We consider a bounded, D-dimensional manifold M of the type M = I × N,
interval of the real line and N a smooth, compact, d-dimensional Riemannian manifold with or without boundary. Obviously, the above remarks imply that D = d + 1. The manifold M can be used to construct a piston configuration as follows (see also [22] ): For all points a ∈ I we define the manifold N a to be the crosssection of M positioned at a. The manifold M can then be divided, along N a , in two regions, or chambers, denoted by M I and M II . Both M I and M II are D-dimensional compact Riemannian manifolds having the geometry of a product, namely The dynamics of a massless scalar field φ propagating on the piston M is described by the differential equation
with ∆ M being the Laplace operator acting on square-integrable scalar functions φ ∈ L 2 (M). In the appropriate system of coordinates, equation (2.1) can be explicitly written as
where we have denoted by ∆ N the Laplacian on the manifold N. In the framework of the Casimir effect, the fields propagating in one region of the piston are independent from the fields propagating in the other region. This implies that the differential equation (2.2) has to be solved in region I and region II separately.
To this end, we denote with α I the eigenvalues of (2.2) in region I and with α II the eigenvalues of the same equation in region II, with φ I and φ II being the corresponding eigenfunctions. The solutions φ i , where i = {I, II}, can be written as a product φ i = f i (x, ν)Φ(X), where Φ(X) represent the eigenfunctions of the Laplacian on N, namely
In this case, the functions f i (ν, x) satisfy the following ordinary differential equation 4) in each region.
By using the eigenvalues α 2 i we define the spectral zeta function ζ i (s) associated with either region I or II as 5) valid in the half-plane (s) > D/2. The spectral zeta function associated with the piston configuration is then expressed as the sum 6) of the zeta functions in region I and II. Once the spectral zeta function (2.6) has been analytically continued to a region containing the point s = −1/2, it can be used to find the Casimir energy E Cas through the formula [8-10, 17, 18, 25, 29 ]
Since the spectral zeta function generally develops a simple pole at the point s = −1/2 [25] , the Casimir energy can be rewritten as 8) with FP and Res denoting, respectively, the finite part and the residue. The Casimir energy is, hence, well defined when the residue of the spectral zeta function at s = −1/2 vanishes. In the case of piston configurations, the Casimir energy depends explicitly on the position of the piston a. The Casimir force acting on the piston can then be computed according to the formula
It is clear that the Casimir force on the piston is well defined only when the residue of the zeta function in (2.8) is independent of the position of the piston a.
In order to analyze the spectral zeta functions ζ I (s) and ζ II (s) we need the eigenvalues α I and α II . These eigenvalues are not explicitly known in general, but implicit equations for them can be found by imposing appropriate boundary conditions to the differential equation (2.4) in region I and region II. In this work we will consider the most general separated boundary conditions that, once imposed to (2.4), lead to a self-adjoint boundary value problem. This boundary conditions can be expressed in region I as [37] A 10) and in region II as
where 12) with the coefficients a and b to be determined by imposing the boundary conditions.
In region I we choose a solution f I (ν, x) that satisfies the following condition at x = 0:
It is not difficult to realize that a solution f I (ν, x) satisfying (2.13) also automatically satisfies the first equation of the boundary conditions (2.10). Applying (2.13) to the general solution (2.12) gives the following result
(2.14)
By imposing now the boundary condition at x = a to the solution (2.14) we obtain an implicit equation for the eigenvalues α I in region I
In region II we consider a solution, denoted by f II (ν, x), which satisfies the conditions
Once again, a solution that satisfies (2.16) also satisfies the first condition in (2.11) and has the form
Imposing the second boundary condition in (2.11) leads to the following implicit equation for the eigenval-
The solutions of (2.15) and (2.18) are simple and either real or purely imaginary [34, 36] . Since here we consider eigenvalues of a self-adjoint boundary value problem, we restrict our analysis to the case in which all zeroes of (2.15) and (2.18) are real. A discussion of the case in which purely imaginary zeroes are present can be found in [34] . The purely imaginary zeroes of Ω I ν (α, a) correspond to the real zeroes of
The real zeroes of (2.19) can be found as solution of the equation
where we have set, for typographical convenience, ω = α 2 I + ν 2 a. From (2.20) we can conclude that Ω I ν (iα, a) has no real zeroes, and hence Ω I ν (α, a) in (2.15) has no purely imaginary zeroes, if 
where d(ν) denotes the multiplicity of the eigenvalues ν of the Laplacian on the manifold N, and γ is a contour enclosing in the counterclockwise direction all the real zeroes of Ω I ν (κ, a). By performing the change of variables κ = zν and by deforming the contour γ I to the imaginary axis we obtain [25] 
where
The integral representation (2.25) is valid only in a vertical strip of the complex plane. The region of convergence of the integral (2.25) can be found by analyzing the behavior of the integral as z → ∞ and as
The behaviour of the function Ω I ν (iνz, a) for large values of the variable z is rendered manifest by rewriting its expression, by using (2.19), as
where (ν, z, a) represent exponentially small terms. From (2.26) it is not difficult to prove that, as z → ∞,
we have the following behavior
This implies that the integral (2.25) converges at the upper limit of integration when (s) > 1/2. As z → 0 we have, instead,
Under the conditions (2.21) and (2.22), the first term of the expansion of Ω I ν (iνz, a) in (2.28) is non-vanishing and, therefore, the behavior of the integrand in (2.25) is 29) which implies that the integral (2.25) converges at the lower limit of integration for (s) < 1. The above remarks allow us to conclude that the integral representation of ζ ν I (s, a) in (2.25) is valid in the region 1/2 < (s) < 1 of the complex plane.
The procedure developed above for analyzing the spectral zeta function in region I can be repeated for region II. In fact, equation (2.18) has only real zeroes if the following function has no real zeroes
This is the case if the conditions
and
are satisfied. Under these conditions, the spectral zeta function ζ II (s, a) can be represented as a contour integral similar to the one in (2.23). After deforming the contour to the imaginary axis we obtain the expression
which, by using the same argument outlined before, can be shown to be valid in the strip 1/2 < (s) < 1.
According to the definition (2.7), in order to compute the Casimir energy, and the corresponding force on the piston, one needs the spectral zeta function in a neighborhood of s = −1/2. Since this point does not belong to the region where the integral representations (2.25) and (2.34) are valid, we have to analytically continue ζ I (s, a) and ζ II (s, a) to the region (s) ≤ 1/2.
III. ANALYTIC CONTINUATION OF THE ZETA FUNCTION
The analytic continuation of the functions ζ I (s, a) and ζ II (s, a) to a region to the left of (s) = 1/2 is obtained through the addition and subtraction of a suitable number of terms of the asymptotic expansion of ln Ω I ν (iνz, a), respectively ln Ω II ν (iνz, a), as ν → ∞ with z = κ/ν fixed [25] . To construct the desired asymptotic expansion we utilize the expression (2.26) in region I to obtain
which, by introducing the function,
can be rewritten in a form suitable for a large-ν expansion uniform in the variable z
By using the small-x asymptotic expansion of ln(1 + x) we obtain the following large-ν expansion for the last term in (3.3):
with the coefficients D n defined as
The large-ν asymptotic expansion of the second to the last term in (3.3) can be obtained by using the small-x
where A and B are real constants and
with [x] denoting the integer part of x. More precisely we have 8) where the expression for E l can be obtained from (3.7). In fact,
By setting k = q + j the double sum appearing above can be written in terms of one to give the following simple expression for E l :
The large-ν expansion of (3.3) uniform in z can now be written as
and we have discarded exponentially decreasing terms.
In region II we consider the function
(3.13)
By utilizing the same procedure that led to the large-ν asymptotic expansion of ln Ω I ν (iνz, a) in (3.11) we obtain for ln Ω II ν (iνz, a) the asymptotic expansion valid for large ν and fixed z
with
The uniform asymptotic expansions (3.11) and (3.14) can now be utilized to perform the analytic continuation of the spectral zeta functions associated with the two regions. By adding and subtracting in (2.25) N leading terms of the asymptotic expansion (3.11) the spectral zeta function in region I can be written as
The function Z I (s, a) is analytic in the region (s) > (d − N − 1)/2 and has the integral representation
The remaining terms in (3.18), namely A I i (s, a), represent meromorphic functions of s ∈ C possesing only simple poles. These terms can be expressed in terms of the spectral zeta function of the manifold N
, and have the explicit form 21) and, for i ≥ 1,
The spectral zeta function in region II can be written in a similar fashion
is analytic for (s) > (d − N − 1)/2, and The integral representation of the spectral zeta functions ζ i (s, a) can be rewritten in a form that separates the contribution of the zero modes from the rest, more precisely
Since the analytic continuation of the integral corresponding to the non-vanishing modes has been developed in the previous Section, it will not be repeated here. We will be concerned, instead, with the analytic continuation of the first integral in (4.1). For ν = 0, the differential equation describing the dynamics of the scalar field is
endowed with the boundary conditions (2.10) in region I and (2.11) in region II. The boundary value problem consisting of (4.2) with the boundary conditions (2.10) provides the following implicit equation
for the eigenvalues α I in region I
The solution of (4.2) coupled with the conditions (2.11) lead, in region II, to an implicit equation for the By deforming the contour of integration γ i to the imaginary axis we can write the contribution to the spectral zeta functions in region I and II as 5) where the first integral is convergent for (s) < 1 and the second for (s) > 1/2. To perform the analytic continuation of ζ 0 i (s, a) to a region to the left of the line (s) = 1/2 we need to find the asymptotic expansion of ln Ω 0 i (iz, a) valid for large values of z. In region I we have
with 0 I (z, a) exponentially small terms. For the purpose of analytic continuation we need, however, the natural logarithm of (4.6) which has the expression
By exploiting asymptotic expansions similar to the ones in (3.4) and (3.8) we obtain the large-z asymptotic expansion of ln Ω 0 i (iz, a) in the form
where the terms E k are given in (3.12) exponentially small contributions have been omitted.
In region II we follow an analogous procedure to get the following large-z asymptotic expansion of
where, once again, exponentially small terms have been discarded and the coefficients G k are defined in (3.15).
We proceed as before by adding and subtracting from the second integral in (4.5) N leading terms of the asymptotic expansions (4.8) in region I and (4.9) in region I. Hence, the analytically continued expression of ζ 0 I (s, a) is found to be
and the one for ζ 0 II (s, a) is, instead,
where the results in square parenthesis are obtained from the elementary integration of the asymptotic terms.
The functions Z 0 I (s, a) and Z 0 II (s, a) are analytic in s in the region (s) > −(N + 1)/2 and have the integral representation
and 
V. CASIMIR ENERGY AND FORCE
According to the formula displayed in (2.7), the Casimir energy associated with the piston configuration is computed by performing the limit as s → −1/2 of the spectral zeta function ζ(s). By setting N = D in the results (3.17) and (3.23) we obtain a representation of ζ(s, a) valid in the region −1 < (s) < 1
One can extract the Casimir energy from the above expression first by substituting s = ε − 1/2 and then by taking the limit ε → 0. This limit, however, also shows the meromorphic structure of ζ(s) in the neighborhood of s = −1/2. The pole structure of ζ(s) is intimately related to the one of ζ N (s) which, according to the general theory of spectral zeta functions, is [23, 25] 
2)
3)
where n ∈ N 0 and k = {0, . . . , d − 1}. We would like to mention that the residues of the spectral zeta function ζ N (s) are related to the geometry of the manifold N as they are proportional to the coefficients of the heat kernel asymptotic expansion [23, 25] . More precisely, one has
Since Z I (s, a) and Z II (s, a) are analytic functions for −1 < (s) < 1 the value −1/2 can be simply substituted for s. For the other terms in (5.1) we have
For the last term in (5.1) we have, instead, for k = 1 the expansion 8) and, for k = {2, . . . , D},
The results (5.6)-(5.9) obtained above provide the Casimir energy of the piston thanks to the formula (2.8). In more details one has
As it is to be expected the Casimir energy associated with the piston is, in general, not a well defined quantity [9] . The explicit result (5.10) shows that the ambiguity in the energy is essentially dependent on the geometry of the manifold N. In fact, the terms responsible for the ambiguity, namely the ones multiplying (1/ε + ln µ 2 ), are proportional to the the heat kernel coefficients A N (D−k)/2 with k = {−2, . . . , D}. This type of ambiguity in the Casimir energy is always found in higher dimensional piston configurations [3, 22] .
Despite the intrinsic ambiguity that is present in the Casimir energy, the Casimir force acting on the piston is a well defined quantity. By applying the definition (2.9) to the result for the Casimir energy in (5.10) we obtain the following expression for the Casimir force We would like to conclude this Section by considering the contribution to the Casimir energy and force due to the presence of zero modes associated with the Laplacian on the manifold N. By setting N = D and s = ε − 1/2 in the sum of (4.10) and (4.11) we obtain, as ε → 0,
It is clear from the above result that the contribution to the Casimir energy of the piston coming from the zero modes is not well defined. This is a feature that is also been observed in (5.10). However, unlike the ambiguity present in (5.10) which is dependent on to the geometry of the manifold N, the one in (6.1) is subject to the particular boundary conditions imposed. The contribution of the zero modes to the Casimir force on the piston, is obtained by differentiating (6.1) with respect to a. In particular we have
VI. SPECIFIC PISTON AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
As we have mentioned in the previous Section explicit results for the Casimir force, F Cas (a), as a function of the position of the piston a can be obtained from (5.11) once the manifold N has been selected and specific values have been assigned to the parameters (A 1 , A 2 , B 1 , B 2 , C 1 , C 2 ) according to the conditions (2.21), (2.22), (2.31), and (2.32). In this work, however, we are mainly interested in studying the behavior of F Cas (a) as the boundary conditions change, rather than focusing on F Cas (a) with fixed boundary conditions.
Within this framework, the Casimir force on the piston is regarded not only as a function of the position a but also as a function of the six parameters describing the boundary conditions. It is clear that a complete analysis of the behavior of F Cas (a) as the six parameters vary independently becomes a rather prohibitive task. For this reason, we will consider simplified cases in which some of the parameters are kept fixed and the remaining ones are either allowed to vary in suitable intervals or are dependent on each other so that the actual number of independent parameters is reduced.
In this Section we focus on a piston configuration of length L = 1 for which the piston itself N is a d-dimensional sphere. In this case the eigenvalues of the Laplacian on N are explicitly known and have the form
where l ∈ N 0 . The eigenfunctions on N are hyperspherical harmonics having degeneracy
By using the formulas (6.1) and (6.2) the spectral zeta function ζ N (s) can be written as
which, in turn, can be expressed as linear combination of Hurwitz zeta functions [5, 6, 20, 21] 
where the coefficients e α can be found according to the relation a. Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions at x = 0. First, we consider the cases in which Dirichlet or Neumann boundary conditions are imposed to the left-end of the piston, namely at x = 0, and the remaining boundary conditions are described by two independent parameters α and β. For the case of Dirichlet boundary conditions at x = 0, the coefficients in (2.10) and (2.11) can be expressed as
Here and in the rest of this paper, we assume, without loss of generality, that α ∈ [0, π) and β ∈ [0, π).
According to the conditions (2.21), in region I we need to impose the inequalities
In region II the conditions (2.31) lead, instead, to the inequalities
The inequalities (6.7) and (6. For the case of Neumann boundary conditions at x = 0 the coefficients in (2.10) and (2.11) can, instead, be written as
The conditions in (2.22) for region I imply that the parameter α need to satisfy the inequality cot α < 0 , in the previous examples, to be described by the two independent parameters α and β. When Dirichlet boundary conditions are imposed on the piston at x = a, one can write the coefficients in (2.10) and (2.11)
By imposing the conditions (2.21) in region I we obtain the inequalities in (6.7) while the conditions (2.31) in region II lead to
The inequalities (6.7) and (6.12) are satisfied for all a
When Neumann boundary conditions are imposed on the piston at x = a, the coefficients in (2.10) and (2.11) can be represented as need to be satisfied for all a ∈ [0, 1] in region I and region II, respectively. This is the case if the parameters α and β are allowed to vary in the region α ∈ (π/2, π) and β ∈ (0, π/2). positive for values of (a, α) in the region below the curves in bold, and it is negative for values of (a, α) in the region above them. In the case of Neumann boundary conditions this behavior is reversed. It is interesting to note that there exist specific values of the parameters α and β for which the Casimir force vanishes for more than one value of the position of the piston a. For instance, in the case of Dirichlet boundary conditions with β ∼ 1.32 and α ∼ 1.8, Figure 3 shows that the Casimir force on the piston vanishes at three points: a ∼ 0.2, a ∼ 0.5, and a ∼ 0.8. The first and last of these values are points of unstable equilibrium, while the second one is a point of stable equilibrium. A similar behavior for the Casimir force on the piston can be observed for Neumann boundary conditions in Figure 4 . The existence of more than one point for which the Casimir force F Cas (a) vanishes is an extremely interesting feature. To the best of our knowledge, no other piston configuration considered so far has exhibits this type of behavior.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have analyzed the Casimir energy and force for massless scalar fields propagating on a higher dimensional piston configuration, with geometry I × N, endowed with general self-adjoint boundary conditions. By exploiting the spectral zeta function regularization method we have obtained In this paper we have considered a piston configuration with the geometry I × N with an interval I of the real line and a smooth compact Reimannian manifold N. It would be very instructive to extend the analysis performed here, for instance, to spherical pistons. This would generalize the results obtained in [14] to include general boundary conditions. The process of analytic continuation of the spectral zeta function would be similar to the one described in the previous Sections with the exception of the eigenfunctions of the Laplacian on the piston. In the case of a spherical piston the eigenfunctions would be Bessel functions.
The technique developed here could also be applied to Casimir piston configurations with non-vanishing curvature for which the geometry of one chamber differs from the geometry of the other (see e.g. [22] ). It 
